With the explosive growth in demand for mobile traffic, one of the promising solutions is to offload cellular traffic to small base stations for better system efficiency. Due to increasing system complexity, network operators are facing severe challenges and looking for machine learning-based solutions. In this work, we propose an energy-aware mobile traffic offloading scheme in the heterogeneous network jointly apply deep Q network (DQN) decision making and advanced traffic demand forecasting. The base station control model is trained and verified on an open dataset from a major telecom operator. The performance evaluation shows that DQN-based methods outperform others at all levels of mobile traffic demand. Also, the advantage of accurate traffic prediction is more significant under higher traffic demand.
I. INTRODUCTION
The demand for mobile data traffic has been rapidly growing over recent years and continuing at an even faster pace. One of the promising solutions to support the massive amount of mobile data is offloading the traffic from macrocells to technologies such as small cells and WiFi [1] . Therefore, the heterogeneous network (HetNet) formed by a large number of cloud-assisted small cells is one of the 5G dominant themes to enhance overall network capacity. Due to increasing complexity, network operators are facing severe challenges on inter-cell resource management [2] .
Utilizing the collected transmission records, cellular network operators can deploy a more effective self-organizing network (SON) engine for a wide range of management tasks [3] . To deal with changing operational environments, the 5G SON covers both short and long-term dynamics adapting to data usage patterns over hours and days. Instead of being reactive, SON requires to be proactive with the ability to predict the performance issues and take preemptive actions before damage occurs. Though solutions such as dynamically switching off base stations (BSs) are studied [4] , more proficient strategies remain to be investigated.
At the same time, machine learning-based approaches have been proven to interact with complex environments successfully and emerging for the fifth-generation (5G) wireless networks on prediction and management tasks [5] . However, the application and end-device dependent behaviors result in the time-varying nature of mobile data traffic, which is hard to be modeled [6] . The deep learning techniques have been applied to discover the latent features representing the dynamics of Internet traffic flow [7] - [9] . For mobile network offloading, both optimization theory and reinforcement learning (RL) based solutions have been actively proposed [10] - [15] . The ON/OFF status of small BSs can be selected considering energy efficiency. Various learning-based schemes also determine more frequent actions such as power allocation, user association, and scheduling. Nevertheless, there is seldom research integrating mobile traffic offloading with traffic flow prediction and implemented on a realistic dataset.
In this work, we propose an energy-aware mobile traffic offloading scheme in HetNet jointly apply deep Q network (DQN) based decision and traffic demand forecasting. The DQN mitigates the challenge of continuous state space and discrete action space in traditional reinforcement learning by neural networks [16] . The proposed network management scheme offloads the transmitting data from macro to small BSs, considering traffic and performance provisioning for improved energy efficiency. Focusing on the machine learningbased approach for SON, we contribute: 
II. RELATED WORK A. Deep Reinforcement Learning
RL is a computational approach allowing an agent to find a suitable action for the environment so that the reward can be maximized [18] . The agent, namely the learner and decisionmaker, observes the state of the environment and acts at each decision epoch. The environment feedbacks a reward to the agent and enters the next epoch. Therefore, the agent learns the properties of the environment by interacting with it. The goal of an RL agent is to maximize its expected total reward. Q-learning is a model-free RL technique that uses unsupervised training to learn an unknown environment [19] . Deep reinforcement learning (DRL) significantly enhances the capability of RL with deep neural networks (DNN). As for DQN, the Q-functions are approximated by DNNs to deal with a large number of states [16] . In this work, we explore the potential of DQN to enhance network management tasks with discrete action space and find that it is capable of providing satisfactory results.
B. Traffic Offloading in HetNet
To solve the energy-efficiency oriented traffic offloading problem in HetNets, researchers have proposed various methods to change the operating states (ON and OFF) dynamically of small BSs [4] . Specific topics range from energy/power consumption [20] and joint optimization of energy consumption and data throughput [21] . Liu at el. [22] presented a stochastic geometry-based model to solve the trade-off between data throughput and energy consumption. Also, user activity forecasting was applied to enhance mobile data offloading. The procedure in [23] offloaded mobile traffic to WiFi hotpots exploiting mobility prediction and prefetching considering delay and energy consumption. Zhang et al. [14] jointly optimized user association, small BS ON/OFF states, and transmission power in green HetNet. A closed-form solution was derived for the single small BS case, while a two-stage energy-aware scheme solved the multiple BS case.
Recently, RL based mobile traffic management schemes attract growing attention. Authors in [24] used classic Q-learning to deal with the coverage and capacity optimization (CCO) problem in SON. Bennis et al. [25] modeled the sub-carrier selection of small and macro cells as a non-cooperative game aiming to mitigate the interference caused to the macrocell network while maximizing spectral efficiency. The RL-based procedure converges to an epsilon Nash equilibrium when all small cells share the same interests. Simsek et al. [12] proposed a mobility management approach in HetNet, which jointly learned long-term traffic load balancing and optimal cell range expansion. The multi-armed bandit learning was adopted in the algorithm design. Authors in [13] dealt with the traffic offloading issue in two-tier multi-mode small cell networks over unlicensed bands. The proposed hierarchical Qlearning framework can discover a mixed strategy equilibrium of the corresponding Stackelberg game. Chen et al. [11] formulated the energy-aware traffic offloading problem as a discrete-time Markov decision process (DTMDP), whose statistics depend on the traffic offloading strategy. The authors provided a model-free Q-learning technique with state aggression to solve the optimal traffic offloading strategy. In [15] , the authors investigated the user scheduling and resource allocation policy in HetNet with a hybrid energy supply. The policy gradient-based actor-critic algorithm was adopted to deal with continuous-valued states and actions. A probabilistic model and linear function approximation were used for actor and critic parts, respectively. Authors in [26] developed a data-driven network simulator to study IoT traffic scheduling on top of conventional applications. A DRL-based approach was proposed to provide control decisions in homogeneous networks. Therefore, HetNet traffic offloading using a DRLbased approach with realistic data is less discussed and worth further study.
C. Traffic Forecasting
Machine learning and time series analysis has been an emerging tool to model and predict network traffic. In [27] , the authors analyzed traffic patterns of 9000 cellular towers in a metropolitan area. The study decomposed mobile traffic into regular components and unpredictable random components. After analyzing thousands of base stations and billions of records, Zhou et al. [28] classified mobile traffic into three application types and concluded that knowledge of adjacent cells enhanced the traffic prediction performance. Li et al. [29] proposed an application-level traffic prediction framework for cellular networks. The model used an α-stable model to capture the spatial and temporal characteristics of applications. Then dictionary learning was implemented to refine coarse prediction results. Prediction accuracy was improved by applying customized fitting models to different traffic types.
Deep learning-based approaches have also been studied recently to discover possible features from vehicular and Internet traffic flows. In [30] , a stacked autoencoder model was applied to learn features from vehicular traffic based on data collected from freeways. The prediction scheme with deep learning outperformed other methods. Huang et al. [31] proposed a useful MTL architecture which consists of a deep belief network for feature extraction and a multitask regression stage for supervised prediction. Oliveira et al. [7] studied algorithms based on artificial neural networks for general Internet traffic forecasting. The recurrent RNN performed better than stacked autoencoder and is suitable for timeseries network traffic prediction. Traffic forecasting on a public dataset with the latest deep learning model was proposed in our previous work [9] . The CNN-RNN model takes full advantage of machine learning toward intelligent network management in 5G systems.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
This section describes the environment as well as the system architecture of mobile traffic offloading in HetNet. Figure 1 presents the environment where a cloud controller connects to multiple macro and low-power small BSs forming macro and small cells. When a small BS is activated, it cooperates with the macro BS to mitigates the data traffic loads. A macro BS consumes more energy at higher loading rates, so offloading traffic to small BSs may reduce energy consumption. By contrast, if a macro BS is at low loading rates, turning on small BSs can degrade energy efficiency. An adaptive offloading strategy is needed to develop an energy-efficient HetNet system under dynamic mobile traffic. The proposed architecture predicts the mobile data traffic in advance and decides the number of active small BSs considering energy efficiency.
A. Mobile Traffic Offloading in HetNet
The HetNet environment is a cellular network composed of cloud-connected macro and small BSs providing mobile transmission coverage over a geographical service region. The service region is divided into non-overlapping macrocell set C = {1, . . . , C}, each with one macro BS deployed. Therefore, the set of macrocells fully covers the service region. Also, there is a set of overlapping small cells K c = {1, . . . , K c } in each macrocell c ∈ C. A small cell contains a small BS to be turned ON (active) or OFF (inactive) to offload the traffic from macrocell c dynamically. Every T r seconds, the mobile network collects the record of Internet activities x c n = (x mc n , x sc n,1 , . . . , x sc n,K ) of all macrocells with discrete data recording time index n and stored in the database attached to the core network. The cloud controller dynamically adjusts the number of active small BSs in a macrocell every M data records, so the discrete decision time index t is defined with decision period T d = M · T r . Also, we define y n,k ∈ {0, 1} as the indicator equals to 1 if the small BS k in macrocell c is ON and to 0 otherwise. The number of active small BSs of macrocell c at recording time n is
Traffic loads of BSs within a macrocell are coupled with each other and distributed among macro and active small BSs based on a non-linear load coupling function x c n = φ(x c n ). By applying a representative utility function, such as the logarithmic function, the cell load x c n can be evaluated [32] . The proposed offloading architecture can adapt to different load distribution algorithms.
B. Cell Load and Energy Efficiency
The energy efficiency of the system can be assessed, given the recorded Internet activity of all cells. Under the mobile traffic demand, D c n , the data throughput of macrocell c containing one macro BS and K small BSs at recording time n can be presented as:
Therefore, the property d c n ≤ D c n always holds. The loading rates of macro and small BSs in macrocell c can be written as:
where B m and B s are average achievable data rates when a user is served alone by a macro or a small BS, respectively. For the whole macrocell, the traffic demand rate over macro BS is:
With cell loading rates, energy consumption during a recording period can be derived [10] . For a macro BS, the energy consumption is:
where P m cst is the constant power consumption caused by the signal processing unit, P m tx is the transmission power, and α m is the linear transmission power dependence factor. For a small BS in k ∈ K c , the energy consumption is:
P s cst , P s tx , and α s are the constant signal processing power consumption, transmission power, and linear transmission power dependence factor, respectively. Also, we assume the small BS consumes power only when it is ON, i.e., y c n,k = 1. Therefore, the total energy consumption of macrocell c during recording time n is: e c n = e mc n + K k=1 e sc n,k .
The energy efficiency of macrocell c at time step n can thus be defined as the number of bits transmitted per Joule of energy as:
IV. DQN FOR MOBILE TRAFFIC OFFLOADING
The proposed DQN-based solution takes offloading action every decision time t. According to the pre-processed current state of a macrocell, ψ(s t ), the number of active small BSs in the macrocell, a t , is determined to improve the reward r t . Thus the Markov decision process (MDP) tuple is: where ψ(·) is the pre-processing function. Unique designs in the proposed offloading model include 1) statistics of raw Internet activities as states to cope with unmatched recording and decision time scales; 2) traffic demand forecasting as preprocessing to improve offloading performance.
A. The DQN Architecture Figure 2 illustrates the interaction between the HetNet environment and a control agent in the cloud controller. The agent makes offloading decisions according to forecasted states. Internet activity records are stored in the replay memory and used for training. In this case, the mobile network traffic with continuous values is the inputs to the RL agent. It is challenging for the conventional Q-learning to construct Q tables with reasonable sizes. DQN parameterizes the Q-function and approximates it by a neural network to be more suitable for this application [16] . There are two neural networks in the DQN model shared by all macrocells: the Q network is responsible for taking actions, and the target Q network operates only in the training stage. The agent determines ON/OFF status of small BSs according to the action learned from DQN.
The traffic forecasting module serves as the pre-processing function responsible for predicting the traffic load statistics through raw data collected from the environment. We develop a multitask learning structure for the module, which is designed specifically for network control data forecasting [9] . The structure contains feature extraction and multitask regression stages. The feature extraction stage is a deep neural network integrating both CNN and RNN to catch both spatial and temporal traffic patterns. The forecasting module is further detailed in Section V-C.
B. Macrocell-Scale MDP Model
The MDP model covers a macrocell instead of the whole network for better training efficiency. All macrocells share the same trained Q function. The state at decision time t is the statistics of mobile traffic demand across an N -record observation window. Thus the observation period, which can be different from the decision period M , is T o = N · T r . For macrocell c, the minimum, average, and maximum of traffic demand at decision time t are expressed as:
where
Assuming the pre-processing function predicts the statistics in the coming decision period, the current state becomes
The action, a t , at decision time t is the number of active small BSs in a macrocell. The ON/OFF status of small cells remains unchanged during a decision window, i.e., a c t = y c tM +1 = y c tM +2 = · · · = y c (t+1)M . The reward at decision time t of macrocell c is labeled as r c t evaluating the return of actions considering both energy consumption and traffic loading. r c t is calculated as:
where r c E,t and r c ρ,t are the reward components of energy efficiency and BS loading rates, respectively. β, γ are scaling factors. The energy efficiency component is defined as the average over a decision period:
The reward component is designed to punish QoS degradation due to high traffic loads and encourage active small BSs running under desired loading rates. r c ρ,t can be computed by:
ρ th1 and ρ th2 are pre-determined loading rate thresholds with ρ th1 > ρ th2 . It is used to set the desired operation region. The first term in (18) is related to the loading rate of macro BS m c . The design is to punish r c ρ,t when it goes beyond the loading threshold ρ th1 by exponential increment. The second term in (18) is related to the loading rate of small BS k with three conditions. The first condition punishes r c ρ,t only when the macro BS loading rate is lower than ρ th1 , and small BS loading rate ρ sc t,k is lower than ρ th2 . The condition prevents turning on too many small BSs. The second condition increases r c ρ,t when loading rates of small BSs ρ sc t,k is between ρ th1 and ρ th2 , which encourages operating at proper loading rates. The third condition is also a punishment that decreases r c ρ,t when ρ sc t,k exceeds ρ th1 . w 1 , w 2 , w 3 , w 4 are adjustable weights.
C. DQN Training
Two mechanisms that make DQN work. First, DQN uses experience replay as the most important trick. During the training process, experiences as MDP tuples are stored in the replay memory shown in Fig. 2 and are randomly sampled instead of using the most recent transition. Experience replay breaks the similarity of the continuous training sample which otherwise might cause the network into a local minimum [33] . Second, DQN maintains two separate Q-networks. Q(ψ(s t ), a t ; θ) has current parameters θ whileQ(ψ(s t ), a t ; θ − ) has old parameters θ − called target Q-network. The current parameters θ are updated per time-step during the training stage. By contrast, the old parameters θ − are updated only after several iterations. Based on the loss function L t (θ t ) of each iteration, the parameter update is executed as:
The action for a specific macrocell c is then determined by:
By applying (22) to each macrocell, efficient offloading across the whole map area can be achieved.
V. DATA PROCESSING AND FORECASTING
The public telecommunication dataset and mobile traffic forecasting model applied for our data-driven training and experiments are introduced in this section.
A. Mobile Internet Traffic Data
For a data-driven study on mobile networks, a high-quality dataset is essential and often challenging to obtain. In this work, one of the most comprehensive public datasets released by Telecom Italia in 2015 is applied [17] . It was initially created for a big data challenge with projects ranging from mobile networking to social applications. Provided data points include records in telecommunication, weather, news, social activity, and electricity during November and December 2013.
Internet traffic activity data from the city of Milan is used explicitly in this work.
Milan city is divided into a set of 100 × 100 geographical grids, I = {1, . . . , I}. Each grid has a unique square ID covering an area of 235 × 235 square meters. The data is described with standard WGS84 (EPSG:4326) GeoJson format. Fig. 3a illustrates the traffic heat map of the whole city. A 12 × 12 high loading sub-area of downtown is considered in the experiments. Part of the telecommunication data are the following:
• Square ID: the identification of squares in the Milan grids. • Time interval: the beginning time of a data recording interval. The recording interval is 10-minute long for each record, i.e., T r = 600. • Internet traffic activity: the aggregated number of data transmission activities generated during the time interval in this grid. By multiplying a value of average data size per activity, we can restore the amount of transmitted data. For each grid, i ∈ I, the aggregated amount of traffic, g n,i , is collected every recording time n and utilized as traffic demand in the data-driven experiments. The Internet traffic activity records are referred to as records in later sections. Nine-tenths of records are allocated for training. The remaining records (about six days or 149 hours long) are the testing set.
B. Base Station Data
Since the Telecom Italia dataset contains no BS information, public data from OpenCellID [34] are adopted to implement the network environment. OpenCellID contains the following information for each BS (cell tower):
• Type: the type of BS in GSM, UMTS, or LTE. • MCC: the mobile country code of where the cell tower located. • MNC: the mobile network code as the unique identification of a mobile network operator. • Longitude: the longitude coordinate of the cell tower. • Latitude: the latitude coordinate of the cell tower. We extract the BS information for Telecom Italic through MCC and MNC. Based on the coordinates, cell towers are mapped on to the Milan grid to set locations of macro BSs, as red dots shown in Fig. 3b . The adjacent grids are further grouped into macrocells to define the coverage of a macro BS. We assume that a grid is covered by the closest macro BS according to the Euclidean distance between the macro BS and grid centers. The set of geographical grids covered by a macrocell c is denoted as I c = {1, . . . , I c }. Therefore, the traffic demand of a macrocell c at recording time n is:
For each macrocell, we assume there are K c small BSs in it.
C. Mobile Traffic Forecasting
The traffic forecasting model utilizes a deep learning-based structure explicitly designed for mobile Internet management [9] . In this work, the model predicts the maximum, average, and minimum traffic demands in the coming hour based on data in the previous hour. That is, the model takes the traffic demand, D c n , across the observation window as inputs and produces forecasted statistics, ψ(s c t ), as outputs. Also, in the experiments, the observation and decision windows are identical, N = M = 6. The neural network adopts a structure combining CNN, RNN, and multitask learning to take advantage of spatial, temporal, and cross-task patterns. The adopted model significantly improves the prediction of maximum traffic demand in the next decision window over traditional methods.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we detail the data-driven training environment built upon the Telecom Italia dataset [17] with performance results compared with major offloading approaches.
A. Data-Driven HetNet Simulation Setup
We construct the environment based on public mobile traffic records and BS information. The CNN-RNN traffic forecasting model with multitask learning [9] is also used due to its is used as states in DQN offloading. To further analyze the results, we classify 144 geological grids into five groups according to macrocell traffic demand rates, i.e., demand groups. According to the average traffic demand, the demand rate of macrocell c at decision time t is:
where D c avg,t can be evaluated from the dataset by (13) and (23) . A demand rate greater than 0.7 is considered high. A rate greater than 1 indicates overloading. Table II presents group profiles containing numbers of grids, average traffic demand rate, and the average amount of traffic.
B. Energy Efficiency
The overall energy efficiency results are shown in Table III . The values are evaluated using 149 hours of testing data and averaged across macrocells. The statistics include total energy consumption, transmitted data, and energy efficiency. The proposed DQN-F scheme outperforms the other four for 88%, 16%, 8.5%, and 7% in energy efficiency, respectively. The outcome reveals that the DQN offloading architecture can effectively adjust the number of active small cells considering energy efficiency. Also, the advantage of DQN-F over DQN indicates that traffic forecasting is beneficial in the way of providing proactive decisions to future traffic demands. Fig. 4 details the energy efficiency performance in original macrocell loading groups. When the demand rate is below 0.7, a similar amount of data is transmitted by all schemes. The energy efficiency of the MACRO scheme remains comparable with others. The STATIC method consumes much more energy due to enabling more small cells. When the loading is close to 1, RL-based cases QL, DQN, and DQN-F perform better. The proposed DQN-F outperforms QL by 5% and 8% in 0.3∼0.7 and 0.7∼1 loading groups, respectively. Comparing DQN-F with DQN, the forecasting function shows 2% and 6% advantages in 0.3∼0.7 and 0.7∼1 loading groups.
In the loading group 1∼2, the STATIC case represents a baseline energy efficiency when the small cells are always on. The DQN-F scheme transmitted almost the same amount of data with STATIC while consuming less energy. The difference between DQN-F and DQN in energy efficiency increases to 7.5%. When the macrocells are severely overloaded in the group 2∼10, the energy efficiency grows sharply because most of the data traffic demands are serviced by small cells. The proposed DQN-F performs the best with 5% more data transmitted and 3% less energy consumed than DQN. The energy efficiency is also 10% better than QL, with 8.4% more data transmitted. Figure 5 shows the BS loading rates and number of active small BSs after offloading in demand rate groups. For macrocells with demand rates between 0 to 2, all RL-based schemes, including QL, DQN, and DQN-F, provide low macro BS loading rates after offloading. DQN-F shows higher efficiency by fewer active small BSs working in preferred loading rates, which means traffic forecasting improves offloading decisions. When the demand rates are higher than 2, the average number of active small BSs are close to other RL-based methods, while QL and DQN resulting in higher macro and small BS loading rates than proposed DQN-F. That is, using a similar number of small BSs, DQN-F activates them in better locations and moments to efficiently offload the dynamic amount of traffic. Figure 6 illustrates the distribution of macro BS loading rates after offloading decisions, ρ mc t , of two overloaded demand groups, ρ Dc t = 1 ∼ 2 and ρ Dc t > 2, in the cumulative probability of total decision periods. The QL has up to 5.2% and 11.6% of the decision considered failed with macro BS still overloaded. DQN-F, by contrast, has only 0.6% and 1.3% of decisions resulting in overloaded macro BS. DQN, the case without traffic forecasting, which has up to 4.6% and 8.7% failed decisions, showing the performance degradation when the traffic provision is not satisfactory.
C. Loading Rate Distribution

VII. CONCLUSIONS
The article studies the energy-aware small BS management in HetNet. The deep reinforcement learning-based offloading architecture consists of a data-driven environment, a smart offloading control agent, and a traffic forecasting model. Combining DQN, CNN, and RNN techniques, the proposed control scheme outperforms offloading approaches using conventional Q-learning or without traffic prediction. It successfully demon- 
